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Graeme Kerr
Allergy & Hygiene Solutions Ltd
Flal2ll
7 Thistle Terrace
Glasgow
G5 OSJ

Dear Graeme,

Elementary Food Hygiene Course

Thank you for your courtesy and co-operation during my visit to the above course held
in Paisley. Please thank Lorna for allowing me to be "in class". I enjoyed meeting her
and appreciated her friendship.

Overall I formed a positive opinion about your course delivery both technically and from
a training perspective. The venue was satisfactory and your timings were in keeping
with the course regulations. I have summarised a number of points both positive and
possible developmental matters :

POSITIVE ASPECTS

o You acted in a very positive manner and modified your presentation in order to
communicate effectively with the group of students present.

. You used a variety of teaching and learning resources including PowerPoint,
Worksheets, Visual aids, DVD, Hand wash exercise etc. Your pack of notes

helped to supplement the course handbook.

. lt became obvious that you have a high standard of technical knowledge and

was able to impartthis effectively throughout the day.

You displayed excellent teaching skills throughout always involving the

candidates, interacting with them, using reinforcement and recall regularly. I

thought you explained topics very well.
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- . A number of points were dealt with particularly well. These included;

DEVELOPMENTAL MATTERS

o You might be on the lookout for some "well known" local or national case studies
to use as discussion examples and as a learning tool.

I wish to emphasise that this was an excellent course presented by a thoroughly
competent professional. Your approach to delivering this course was excelle.nt and I

am certain would be enjoyed by allthe candidates.

I trust that these matters will both provide reassurance and give some food for thought
. for future courses.

Yours Sincerely
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Raymond Hubbocks
Training Advisor


